How to Apply for the ECU Ed.D. in Educational Leadership
International Cohort II (Summer 2018-Spring 2021)

Upload:
- The Online Application
- Your Current Resume
- An Analytical Essay: Make a claim about an issue of educational equity in your local context. Use and cite at least three external resources that you used to frame your hypothesis/claim or that you rely on to support your claim (500 words max.).

Request:
- Official Transcripts form all undergrad and graduate degrees and courses taken in last five years. Provide an evaluation of the transcript if from a non-U.S. institution.
- Letters of Reference - Three; at least one should be from an immediate supervisor if available. Another should be from a recent academic experience (if you have had one) who can attest to your ability to engage in a rigorous graduate program.

Steps:
1. Follow the link below to begin your application and pay the $75.00 (USD) application fee.
2. Application review will begin on December 15, 2017. Please complete the entire application, including all transcripts and references. We are reviewing between December 15 and January 12, and we cannot make full assessments without all your materials in your application file.
3. January 12, 2018: Applicants will be notified of invitation for the Candidate Assessment Day.
4. Candidate Assessment Days will be held in the Bay Area of California on Saturday, February 24 (9a-Noon) and in Bangkok on Saturday, March 3 (9a-noon). Special arrangements can be made for persons who are unable to attend one of these assessment days. Our work in education is largely accomplished in collaboration with others; therefore, we want to see your interactions with groups in discussing educational dilemmas.
5. Letters of acceptance will be sent the week of March 5, 2018.
6. An online orientation will take place in late March to discuss program logistics.
7. Summer Session I for Cohort II will take place June 17-28, 2018 in Bangkok, Thailand.

www.ecu.edu/IntEdD
How to Apply for the ECU Ed.D. in Educational Leadership
Step by Step Process to Online Application

WEBSITE: www.ecu.edu/gradschool

Step 1: Click on APPLY

Step 2: Click on DOCTORAL DEGREES

Step 3: Click on SUMMER SESSION II FOR INTERNATIONAL COHORT

Matt Militello
militellom14@ecu.edu
(919) 518.4008

Lynda Tredway
tredway16@ecu.edu
(510) 684.8233

www.ecu.edu/IntEdD